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INTRODUCTION 

It’s no mystery how cryptocurrencies are currently gaining more and more 

ground within the more experienced userbases, thus leaving the opportunity 

for concerns to arise regarding the safety and regulation of this kind of 

investments, especially considering how much money they move. 

And with the new wave of uses these 

are having within startup projects for 

online, worldwide platforms, with the 

aim of  globalizing payment methods 

and transactions within themselves 

(these are called ‘Utility Tokens’), 

one question is sure to come up: 

 

Are there currencies 

which value derives 

from anything 

different than a 

platform or service? 

 

And the answer are the 

ones called SECURITY 

TOKENS. 



SUBJECT TO 

REGULATIONS 
(SEC: D, A+ and S)* 

VALUE DERIVED 

FROM EXTERNAL, 

TRADABLE ASSETS. 

 

ADDITIONAL 

CREDIBILITY AND 

SUPPORT 

DRASTIC 

REDUCTION OF 

MIDDLEMEN 

INTERVENTION 

EXPONENTIAL 

INCREASE IN 

NUMBER OF 

POSSIBLE 

INVESTORS 

*Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) regulations used as example. Only 

applicable to the U.S. May vary across different countries. 

What are Security Tokens? 
An asset can be classified as a ‘security’ when it fulfills the following criteria: 

• Represents an investment of money or assets 

• The investment is made in a common enterprise 

• There exists an expectation of profit from factors outside of the investor’s 
control. 

 

‘Security Tokens’ are cryptocurrency tokens that comply with the above criteria. 

These are then regulated and control as other securities (mostly by Government 

Institutions) in order to protect the investor’s share.  

This gives security tokens additional advantages over traditional cryptocurrencies, 

associated to their controlled nature and lack of intervention from third-parties, 

giving them an edge to compete against more traditional models. 



Why do they exist? 
The origin of security tokens is related to utility tokens and how they are 

given as incentives, through Initial Coin Offerings, when a customer 

invested in a certain project.  

When a project (sort of a social network to review restaurants) started 

offering tokens that would trade freely in many exchanges, and that the 

value of these tokens would increase thanks to the company’s efforts, 

the SEC (U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission) had to step in and 

classify these tokens as securities, which would then have to be 

regulated just as any other security. 

This was obviously a surprise. The SEC stepping into an issue of this kind 

due to the wording of the ICO made it clear that utility tokens have 

boundaries, and anything that steps out of those limits should be 

deemed as a security. 

Not only did this sentence (which ended up 

closing the startup company) shone the light 

onto the flaws of utility tokens, but it also 

set the stage for security tokens to be 

developed and distributed. 

Knowingly advertising them as 

securities, companies could now offer 

their customers and users a way into 

the cryptocurrency market, but also 

guarantee them that their investment 

would be protected by federal 

regulations. 



VALUE DERIVED FROM 

EXTERNAL ASSETS 

Contrary to ‘Utility Tokens’, these do not derive their 

value from functionalities within the platform that 

creates them (like inside purchases or hiring 

services), Security Tokens gain value from factors 

that are external to the token itself.  

Normally, given that Security Tokens are being used 

to represent a virtual equivalent to equity, the value 

of the token is derived from how the company 

strives. 

SUBJECT TO FEDERAL 

REGULATIONS  

Given that these tokes are classified as securities, 

they fall under jurisdiction of different federal 

commissions that focus on enforcing measures to 

protect investors, ensuring that their transactions are 

not endangered by people with fraudulent 

REDUCTION OF 

MIDDLEMEN 

INTERVENTION 

The presence of federal organizations to regulate 

and secure the transactions gives Security Tokens the 

perk of being able to skip many third-party 

interventions that may cause internal inflation due 

to transaction fees. 

The skipped interventions include banks, investment 

funds and even lawyers, as the legal aspect is 

covered by federal regulations. 

GREAT INCREASE IN 

POTENTIAL USERS 

All the previous factors give potential investors a 

sense of safety, much like investing in traditional 

stock does. This works as an attractive point for 

traditional and more experienced investors, which in 

turn increases the popularity and reputation of these 

new ways of investing in startup projects. 

Security Token Features 



INVESTOR COMPANY 

ETHEREUM 

NETWORK 

INVESTMENT IN ETH 

REPAYMENT WITH ICO TOKENS 

The characteristics of Security Tokens allow for the establishment of an 

enclosed environment, centralized in the company and supported by the 

Ethereum network. This relations can be analogous to those that occur 

during stock exchange, to the point where security tokens can be 

considered a new, digital iteration of equity, much like Bitcoin is a new, 

digital iteration of traditional currency. 

 

If there is a resource that can open the gates of blockchain investment 

and token economy for users with high knowledge and experience to 

enter, Security Tokens are surely a contender for the title, and such they 

should be closely watched during the following months. 

 



Current State 
Security tokens are still in their early stages. Many companies are still wondering if 

they should take the first step into this nearly-uncharted territory, and those who 

have decided to do it are still setting their foundations in terms of starting capital. 

The main reason very few companies seem willing to step into the security token 

environment is due to the presence of regulations. If a company that would focus 

on distribution of security tokens for its initial investments then faces heavy 

resistance due to extreme regulations in their country, they would have to 

abandon the idea of issuing security tokens.  

A similar situation would occur if the regulations are not strict enough, as 

investors would be discouraged to take part on projects where their share is not 

protected. 

The best countries where the  

security token market could thrive are: 

• Malta 
 Specific token laws and ample talent pool. 

• Estonia 
 Highly developed country with some of the 

 fastest internet speeds. Currently adopting 

 token-friendly laws. 

• Canada 
 Licenses for exchanges are currently being 

 worked on. A low point could be the high 

 compliance costs. 

• U.S. 
 High stakes in decision making towards 

 tokenized securities. Settling here could g

 rant an edge when laws are defined. 

• Switzerland 
 No STOs currently set on Switzerland, but 

 laws are already defined. 



Polymath 
Their claim “what Ethereum did for 

tokens, Polymath will do for 

securities” summarizes their 

intentions perfectly.  

Polymath is aiming to set up a 

platform where companies can 

create their tokens (using their 

brand new ST20 standard), while 

also providing top-of-the-line 

KYC/AML services, a global 

community and user-friendly support 

during token creation. 

The most notable companies currently dealing in the grounds of security 

tokens are: 

tZero 
tZero aims to be the world’s top 

platform for exchange focused on 

security tokens, building up an 

environment around tight 

security measures, a worldwide 

network of partners and 

affiliates, comprehensive 

regulations suited for global use 

and many other features. 



Disadvantages 

Of course, there is no current technology solution 

that can exist without having any disadvantages, 

and Security Tokens are not the exception. 

The first one is the abandonment of the 

decentralized nature that’s naturally associated 

to cryptocurrencies these days, which can 

end up demotivating current users from 

venturing into these new 

environments. 

On the other hand, the reduction 

in middlemen intervention is just 

as good as it might be 

considered counterproductive: 

the lack of intervention from 

banking actors shifts those 

responsibilities and duties 

towards the buyer or seller. 

Underwriting, designing of 

marketing material, solicitation 

of interests, and many others, 

might end up being on hands of 

the Security Token creators, and 

many investors feel like these 

creators are not experienced 

enough to handle such tasks.  

Will these disadvantages be enough to 

put an early brake to the development of 

Security Tokens? Or will they strive thanks to 

the efforts of creators and investors together? 


